Responsive neurostimulation of the thalamus improves seizure control in idiopathic generalised epilepsy: initial case series
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ABSTRACT

Objectives Up to 40% of patients with idiopathic generalised epilepsy (IGE) are drug resistant and potentially could benefit from intracranial neuromodulation of the seizure circuit. We present outcomes following 2 years of thalamic-responsive neurostimulation for IGE.

Methods Four patients with pharmaco-resistant epilepsy underwent RNS System implantation in the bilateral centromedian (CM) nucleus region. Electroencephalographic data were extracted from the clinical patient data management system and analysed using a specialised platform (BRAINStim). Postoperative visualisation of electrode locations was performed using Lead-DBS. Seizure outcomes were reported using the Engel scale.

Results Patients experienced a 75%–99% reduction in seizure frequency with decreased seizure duration and severity (Engel class I B, IC, IIA and IIIA), as well as significant improvements in quality of life. Outcomes were durable through at least 2 years of therapy. Detection accuracy for all patients overall decreased over successive programming epochs from a mean of 96.5% to 88.3%. Most electrodes used to deliver stimulation were located in the CM (7/10) followed by the posterior dorsal ventral lateral (2/2), posterior ventral posterior lateral (3/4) and posterior ventral lateral (2/3). In all patients, stimulation varied from 0.2 to 2.0 mA and amplitude only increased over successive epochs. The raw percentage of intracranial electroencephalography recordings with stimulations delivered to electrographic seizures was 24.8%, 1.2%, 7.6% and 8.8%.

Conclusion Closed-loop stimulation of the CM region may provide significant improvement in seizure control and quality of life for patients with drug-resistant IGE. Optimal detection and stimulation locations and parameters remain an active area of investigation for accelerating and fine-tuning clinical responses.

INTRODUCTION

One-fifth of the approximately 3.4 million people living with epilepsy in the USA are diagnosed with idiopathic generalised epilepsy (IGE). Of those, about 10%–40% never achieve adequate seizure control with medication, with generalised tonic-clonic (GTC) seizures and myoclonic seizure types increasing the risk of drug resistance, resulting in significant detrimental impacts on quality of life and health. Unlike focal epilepsies, patients with IGE are not candidates for surgical resection and potential cure. Brain stimulation, however, is a surgical therapy that holds great promise for reducing seizure burden in patients with medically refractory IGE.

The potential for using electrical stimulation to abort seizures has been demonstrated since early intraoperative explorations by Penfield and Jasper. Likewise, the role of thalamic nuclei in generalised epilepsies has been a long-standing area of focus in both animal and human models, since the work of Hunter and Jasper, who showed that seizures could be induced by electrical stimulation of the thalamus. Subsequently, Monnier et al showed that medial thalamic stimulation could also desynchronise the cortical electroencephalography (EEG). As early as 1987, Velasco et al, motivated by the notion that cerebeller stimulation may be too diffuse to be effective, began exploring the centromedian (CM) nucleus as a target for chronic stimulation for IGE with excellent results. Subsequent feasibility studies and case series demonstrated equivocal findings, until a clinical trial by Valentin et al demonstrated significant therapeutic benefit in patients with IGE. More broadly, the SANTE trial demonstrated the
benefit of deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the anterior nucleus (ANT) for treating secondary generalisation of focal seizures.18 19

In contrast to traditional DBS, closed-loop brain stimulation uses programmable detection and stimulation to tailor therapy to a patient’s individual neurophysiology and has demonstrated reductions in frequency and severity of focal seizures that is superior to that of DBS or vagal nerve stimulation (VNS).20–23 The NeuroPace RNS System (RNS) is the only closed-loop device with Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for use in patients with focal epilepsy.24 25 Our previous case report of a single patient with IGE who received RNS in the CM region (CM-RNS) described significant reduction in seizure frequency and severity at 18 months.26 Here, we present 2-year outcomes for our initial series of four patients with IGE who underwent CM-RNS at a single centre.

METHODS

Patient selection
Subjects had drug-resistant epilepsy, a consensus diagnosis of IGE, and had undergone thalamic RNS implantation following the recommendation of a multidisciplinary surgical epilepsy conference. Subjects were studied retrospectively via an institutional review board (IRB)-approved epilepsy surgery database for which they provided consent for inclusion. IRB review was not needed for implantation of RNS for generalised epilepsy, because the intention of off-label use was to provide the best potential treatment option for reducing seizures in these drug-resistant patients, based on the expert opinion of the multidisciplinary epilepsy team. Preoperative insurance authorisation was obtained for each surgery and no postoperative authorisation reversals occurred.

Surgical procedure
Under general anaesthesia, 4-contact depth leads with a contact length of 2.0 mm and intercontact interval of 3.5 mm (DL-330-3.5; NeuroPace, Mountain View, California, USA) were implanted using robotic stereotactic assistance (ROSA, Zimmer Biomet). The patients were positioned supine for transfrontal entry points, with head fixation using a Leksell stereotactic frame firmly attached to the robot chassis and coregistered by selecting points on a preoperative CT-based three-dimensional model of the Leksell frame.27 Indirect targeting of the CM nucleus of each hemisphere was used, with coordinates 10 mm lateral from the midline, 1 mm anterior to the posterior commissure (AC-PC), and 1 mm above the intercommissural line, consistent with previous studies.28 29

RNS system programming
Following implantation, the RNS was set to record intracranial EEG (iEEG) without stimulation in order to characterise baseline thalamic electrophysiology, prior to the initiation of stimulation.

Analysis
Electrophysiological data were extracted from the NeuroPace Patient Data Management System using a custom-built platform (BRAINStim).30 Follow-up appointments were scheduled at approximately 3-month intervals for programming adjustments and monitoring. The percentage of seizure versus non-seizure stimulation was calculated from reviewed iEEG recordings. Cumulative stimulation, or cumulative charge duration, was calculated as charge density (µC/cm) × burst time (ms) by location.31 The average number of stimulations, long episodes (proxy for electrographic seizures) and detections (proxy for ictal activity) were calculated using daily detection counter data. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of detections and stimulations were calculated using reviewed iEEG recordings and extrapolated using a previously described method to adjust for temporal and selection bias.32 Piecewise linear regression of long episode counts per periods of stable detection and long episode configuration was performed to measure relatively trends in electrographic seizures. Postoperative visualisation of electrode locations was performed with Lead-DBS, using a postimplantation volumetric CT, a preimplantation volumetric MRI and the Morel atlas of the thalamus.33 34

Seizure outcomes
Clinical outcomes were derived by extended Personal Impact of Epilepsy Scale questionnaires and Engel scale. Although not developed to consider IGE cases, postoperative seizure control assessments were reported as Engel classifications,35 since a neuromodulation-specific surgical outcome scale has not yet been developed.

RESULTS

There is no FDA-approved surgical therapy for IGE. Thus, diverging from the standard of care, which is continuation of medical management alone, was not taken lightly. In our first case described below, the patient had failed all available medical options and was offered but refused VNS, which although reported in the literature, is also off-label for IGE. In another case, the patient’s insurance would not authorise presurgical approval of VNS but did authorise RNS System therapy. The first patient was implanted in March 2018, and we reported her clinical indication and initial outcome previously.36 Her relatively rapid response, which appeared stable at 6 months post-implantation, encouraged us to implement a similar approach in three patients with subsequent IGE, all of whom have reached at least 2 years of continuous therapy. There were no surgical complications. The duration from RNS implantation to the most recent follow-up reported in this study was 24–33 months. Patient characteristics are listed in table 1, and per programming epoch detection and stimulation information is summarised in table 2.

As noted in our initial case report, the use of state-of-the-art techniques for lead localisation in a modern thalamic atlas demonstrated that use of traditional AC-PC coordinates resulted in lead implantations that are best described as being in the CM region. Electrode locations in this cohort were likewise determined to be in the CM, posterior (Po), ventral posterior medial (VPM), anterior ventral posterior lateral (VPLa), ventral posterior lateral posterior (VPLp), posterior dorsal ventral lateral (VLPd), posterior ventral lateral ventral (VLpv), intralaminar (Li), pulvinar anterior (PuA) regions of the thalamus or in white matter (WM). Given that this is the first reported case series of CM-region RNS for IGE, we describe each case separately below.

Patient 1
Patient 1 presented as a teenage girl with a history of eyelid myoclonia with absences (table 1). Seizures were incapacitating, averaging 1–4/hour (mean 60/day) and lasting 5–10 s without postictal effects. Ictal EEG was characterised by 3–5 Hz generalised spike and polyspike and wave discharges. Clobazam, ethosuximide, lamotrigine, levetiracetam, topiramate and zonisamide failed to control her seizures and/or provoked intolerable side effects. Treatment with valproate was not pursued because
of the patient’s history of polycystic ovary disease and potential desire to become pregnant. Additionally, she declined the option of VNS, as she was an amateur singer who did not want to risk any potential voice side effects.

The baseline recording period (0–8 weeks) used line-length detectors on channels 1 (L-CM–L-PuA) and 3 (R-CM–R-VPLp) (online supplemental table 1). At 8 weeks, detection was modified to use bandpass filters on channels 2 (L-VPLp–L-VPLp) and 4 (R-VLpd–R-VLpd), and stimulation was enabled, also on channels 2 and 4, at 1.0 mA for up to five therapies composed of a single burst each (figure 1; online supplemental table 2). By 51 weeks, the detector was made slightly more sensitive and stimulation had been gradually increased to 2.0 mA (figure 1). Throughout the first 52 postoperative weeks, the patient reported a dramatic improvement in seizure control, in the setting of complete cessation of AEDs. Overall, the average daily number of therapies delivered was 130.0 (0–1120), with an average of 150.6 (0–2475) episodes and 4.7 (0–125) long episodes recorded (table 2).

At her most recent visit at 144 weeks, she continues to experience stable reduction in seizure frequency and severity. Seizures now manifest as brief episodes of eyelid myoclonia without loss of consciousness, occur only a few times per week in the setting of stressful mornings, last only a couple of seconds and do not exceed 6/day (90%–99% reduction). In addition to this >90% reduction in seizure frequency, the patient also experiences periods of >48 hours without seizures. She reported a significant improvement in quality of life with improved mental concentration, which allowed her to obtain a full-time job, pursue independent living and acquire her driver’s license. She has not received any antiepileptic drugs for over 1 year, following self-initiated medication cessation. Patient 1’s outcome corresponds to Engel class IB, as she no longer experiences disabling seizures.

Patient 2
Patient 2 presented as a man in his 20s with a history of absence seizure and GTC seizures. He also has a history of learning disability and migraines without aura, completed high school and was unable to drive. Phase I evaluation demonstrated bursts of generalised spike/polyspike and wave discharges with right predominance and determined that his diagnosis was IGE. Topiramate, levetiracetam, valproate, clonazepam, clobazam, zonisamide, oxcarbazepine/carbamazepine and lamotrigine failed to control his seizures and/or provoked intolerable side effects. Although he had recurrent nephrolithiasis on topiramate, he was unable to successfully taper off this medication despite repeated attempts. He had a VNS placed previously that caused him significant pain and vocal dysfunction, and it was replaced 82 weeks prior to RNS implantation. Preoperatively, seizure frequency was approximately daily (mean 3/week) on lacosamide, topiramate, clobazam and brivaracetam. These seizures would frequently cluster and he required intubation and admission to the intensive care unit five times in 6 months prior to the RNS implantation. His medications were initially continued postoperatively.

The baseline recording period (0–28 weeks) used combination of line length and bandpass detectors on channels 2 (L-VPLp–L-VLp) and 4 (R-VPM–R-VLp). Stimulation was enabled at 0.5 mA for up to five therapies comprising a single burst each at 28 weeks on channels 2 and 3 (R-WM–R-CM), and detection was modified to use a bandpass filter on channel 3 only. The detector was expanded to channels 2 and 3 at 37 weeks. By 118 weeks, stimulation had been gradually increased to 1.0 mA (figure 2). Overall, there was an average per day of 59.7 (0–451) therapies delivered, 320.0 (0–1007) episodes and 12.3 (0–94) long episodes.

By 58 weeks, he had reported only one seizure and was able to wean off the brivaracetam and topiramate. At 110 weeks, he had a seizure in the setting of sleep deprivation (>4 hours/night for three nights) that required only 23-hour observation. At his most recent visit at 118 weeks, he continued to have significant reduction in seizure severity and frequency while taking only lacosamide and clobazam. He reports a significant improvement in quality of life and has been able to keep a job, maintain a romantic relationship and acquire his driver’s license. Patient 2’s outcome corresponds to Engel class IIA, as the patient has been experiencing rare seizures since surgery.

Patient 3
Patient 3 presented as a woman in her 20s with a history of juvenile myoclonic epilepsy with GTC seizures and absences. Ictal EEG was characterised by generalised, maximal right frontal, 2.5–4.5 Hz spike/polyspike-and-wave discharges. Prior to RNS implantation, she was reporting up to one convulsive seizure and few absences per week. Her seizures were poorly controlled with lamotrigine, zonisamide and levetiracetam. GTC seizures occurred 2–4 times/month while absence seizures few times per week and were severely debilitating. At the time of implantation with RNS, she was on lamotrigine.

The baseline recording period (0–8 weeks) initially used line length detectors on channels 1 (L-Po–L-CM) and 3 (R-CM–R-CM) which were subsequently switched to bandpass detectors on channels 2 (L-VPM–L-VPLa) and 4 (R-VPM–R-VLp).

---

Table 1  Patient characteristics before and after RNS implantation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Years since diagnosis</th>
<th>Months implanted</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Seizure type</th>
<th>AEDs (n)</th>
<th>Seizure frequency</th>
<th>Engel score</th>
<th>Seizure severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Absence with eyelid myoclonia</td>
<td>LCM</td>
<td>60/day</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Absence, GTC</td>
<td>CM</td>
<td>6/day</td>
<td>IIA</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Myoclonic, absence, GTC</td>
<td>VLpv</td>
<td>6/day</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seizure severity was measured using a Likert scale, where lower numbers denote less severe seizures, with 1=not severe; 2=moderately severe to not severe; 3=moderately severe; 4=moderately severe to very severe; 5=very severe.

AED, anti-epileptic drug; GTC, generalised tonic-clonic seizure; MRUF, most recent follow-up.
### Table 2: Detection and stimulation characteristics by programming epoch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient (Engel score)</th>
<th>PE Weeks postimplant</th>
<th>PE length (week(s))</th>
<th>iEEGs reviewed (n)</th>
<th>True positive stimulations</th>
<th>Detection locations</th>
<th>Stimulation locations</th>
<th>Average stimulations per day</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient 1 (IB)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>CM, PuA, VPLp</td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>96/96</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>CM, PuA, VPLp</td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>34/34</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>VPLp, VPLp</td>
<td>VPLp</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>19/19</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>VPLp, VPLp</td>
<td>VPLp</td>
<td>107.8</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>21/21</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
<td>VPLp, VPLp</td>
<td>VPLp</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>72/105</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>VPLp, VPLp</td>
<td>VPLp</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Patient 2 (IIA)**   |                      |                     |                     |                            |                    |                      |                             |             |             |          |
| 1                     | 0                    | 2.7                 | 54/54               | †                         | VPLp, VPLp, VPM    | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 2                     | 3                    | 12.0                | 179/179             | †                         | VPLp, VPLp, VPM    | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 3                     | 15                   | 13.0                | 716/716             | †                         | VPLp, VPLp, VPM    | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 4                     | 28                   | 9.1                 | 130/130             | 100%                       | CM, VPLp, VPLp, WM | CM, VPLp, VPLp, WM | 0.9                          | 1.9%        | 100.0%      | 99.3%    |
| 5                     | 37                   | 3.0                 | 208/208             | 0.7%                       | CM, VPLp, VPLp, WM | CM, VPLp, VPLp, WM | 279.9                        | 50.0%       | 94.1%       | 93.9%    |
| 6                     | 40                   | 0.4                 | 716/716             | †                         | VPLp, VPLp, WM     | VPLp                 | 0.7                          |             |             |          |
| 7                     | 40                   | 5.4                 | 301/301             | 4.2%                       | VPLp, VPLp, WM     | VPLp                 | 341.9                        | 50.0%       | 93.6%       | 93.3%    |
| 8                     | 46                   | 72.0                | 480/3335            | 0.9%                       | VPLp, VPLp, WM     | VPLp, VPLp, WM      | 317.0                        | 50.0%       | 93.0%       | 92.6%    |

| **Patient 3 (IIIA)**  |                      |                     |                     |                            |                    |                      |                             |             |             |          |
| 1                     | 0                    | 4.0                 | 60/60               | †                         | CM, PuA            | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 2                     | 4                    | 12.0                | 191/191             | †                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 3                     | 8                    | 14.0                | 645/645             | 13.7%                      | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 266.0                        | 20.1%       | 93.9%       | 89.9%    |
| 4                     | 22                   | 13.0                | 723/723             | 28.8%                      | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 409.4                        | 32.0%       | 95.5%       | 90.3%    |
| 5                     | 35                   | 12.0                | 166/167             | 16.3%                      | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 440.3                        | 10.4%       | 99.4%       | 97.0%    |
| 6                     | 47                   | 7.0                 | 0/239               | ‡                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 476.9                        |             |             |          |
| 7                     | 70                   | 0.4                 | 0/403               | ‡                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 526.5                        |             |             |          |
| 8                     | 67                   | 14.0                | 0/759               | ‡                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 554.5                        |             |             |          |
| 9                     | 81                   | 19.0                | 0/1,027             | ‡                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 616.6                        |             |             |          |
| 10                    | 100                  | 7.0                 | 0/360               | ‡                         | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | CM, PuA, VPLp, VPM | 633.0                        |             |             |          |

| **Patient 4 (IC)**    |                      |                     |                     |                            |                    |                      |                             |             |             |          |
| 1                     | 0                    | 10.9                | 321/321             | †                         | CM, PuA            | †                    |                             |             |             |          |
| 2                     | 11                   | 8.0                 | 252/252             | 37.7%                      | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 234.1                        | 3.4%        | 99.7%       | 88.3%    |
| 3                     | 19                   | 13.0                | 596/596             | 18.5%                      | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 374.9                        | 19.8%       | 96.6%       | 92.3%    |
| 4                     | 32                   | 12.0                | 539/568             | 13.3%                      | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 639.5                        | 39.7%       | 92.8%       | 90.2%    |
| 5                     | 44                   | 20.0                | 67/67               | †                         | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 308.6                        |             |             |          |
| 6                     | 64                   | 23.0                | 64/64               | †                         | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 327.2                        |             |             |          |
| 7                     | 87                   | 17.0                | 0/618               | ‡                         | CM, Po             | CM, Po              | 367.6                        |             |             |          |

---

The percentage of seizure versus non-seizure stimulation was calculated from reviewed iEEG recordings. The average number of stimulations, long episodes (proxy for electrographic seizures) and episodes (proxy for interictal activity) were calculated using daily detection counter data. Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were calculated using reviewed iEEG recordings and extrapolated using a previously described method to adjust for temporal and selection bias.

*Indicates PE for which an insufficient number of either true positive, false positive, true negative or false negatives was observed, thus precluding calculations for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.

**Indicates PE with iEEG recordings that were not manually reviewed.

CM, centromedial; iEEG, intracranial electroencephalography; PE, programming epoch; Po, posterior; PuA, pulvinar anterior; VPLp, posterior dorsal ventral lateral; VPLd, posterior dorsal ventral lateral; VPLa, anterior ventral posterior lateral; VPLs, anterior ventral; VPLp, posterior ventral posterior lateral; VPM, ventral posterior medial; WM, white matter.
Stimulation with 0.2 mA for up to five therapies comprising a single burst each was enabled on channels 2 and 4 at 8 weeks, and the detection channels were switched back to channels 1 and 3. At 60 weeks, the detector was switched to channels 1 and 4 and stimulation was reconfigured for up to five therapies comprising two bursts each with phase reversal. Stimulation was gradually increased to 0.7 and 0.8 mA and enabled on channel 3 at 100 weeks, and detector sensitivity was slightly decreased (figure 3). Overall, there was an average per day of 449.6 (0–1120) therapies delivered, 471.3 (0–1120) episodes and 15.7 (0–215) long episodes.

At her most recent visit at 107 weeks, she was taking only brivaracetam. Seizure frequency decreased to 1/month for the GTCs and were less severe, with a postictal recovery period of only 4–5 min. She no longer experienced absences. She reports significant reduction in seizure frequency of 75%–89%, length of individual seizures and duration of postictal state. Patient 3’s outcome corresponds to Engel class IIIA, as the patient had a worthwhile improvement in seizure control.

**Patient 4**

Patient 4 presented as a woman in her 30s, with a history of GTC seizures that surfaced after a motor vehicle accident. EEG studies demonstrated 3.5–4.5 Hz generalised spike/polyspike and wave complexes. The seizures acutely worsened in the months leading up to RNS implantation, with daily myoclonic seizures, and absences occurring weekly. VNS was considered but preauthorisation was denied by her insurance company. Phenytoin, valproate, topiramate, lamotrigine, levetiracetam and clonazepam failed to adequately control her seizures or provoked intolerable side effects.

Stimulation with 0.2 mA for up to five therapies comprising a single burst each was enabled on channels 2 and 4 at 8 weeks, and the detection channels were switched back to channels 1 and 3. At 60 weeks, the detector was switched to channels 1 and 4 and stimulation was reconfigured for up to five therapies comprising two bursts each with phase reversal. Stimulation was gradually increased to 0.7 and 0.8 mA and enabled on channel 3 at 100 weeks, and detector sensitivity was slightly decreased (figure 3). Overall, there was an average per day of 449.6 (0–1120) therapies delivered, 471.3 (0–1120) episodes and 15.7 (0–215) long episodes.

At her most recent visit at 107 weeks, she was taking only brivaracetam. Seizure frequency decreased to 1/month for the GTCs and were less severe, with a postictal recovery period of only 4–5 min. She no longer experienced absences. She reports significant reduction in seizure frequency of 75%–89%, length of individual seizures and duration of postictal state. Patient 3’s outcome corresponds to Engel class IIIA, as the patient had a worthwhile improvement in seizure control.
was enabled at 11 weeks with 0.5 mA for up to five therapies comprising a single burst each on channels 2 and 4, and detection was switched to a bandpass filter. Stimulation was gradually increased to 1.0 mA by 64 weeks, and the detectors were made slightly more sensitive at 87 weeks (figure 4). Overall, there was an average per day of 323.7 (0–1048) therapies delivered, 476.6 (0–1716) episodes and 3.3 (0–38) long episodes.

At her most recent visit at 104 weeks, she was taking valproate and topiramate. She continued to have myoclonic jerks with last disabling seizure at 20 weeks. She reported a significant reduction in seizure frequency of 90%–99%. Patient 4’s outcome corresponds to Engel class IC, as the patient has rare seizures since surgery.

**Adjusted long episodes**

We next investigated whether patient-reported outcomes were reflected in the number of adjusted long episodes, which may be a proxy for seizure detections. Piecewise linear regression revealed a downward trend number of long episodes per day for patients 2 (−2.3×10⁻³/day), 3 (−5.4×10⁻³/day), and 4 (−9.8×10⁻⁴/day). Patient 1 had a positive trend of 9.3×10⁻⁴/day. Patient 1 was also missing data long episode counts for 42.1% (423) days as compared with minimal missing data for patients 2 (0.5%; 5), 3 (1.5%; 14) and 4 (1.8%; 16) (figure 5).

**Use of CM contacts in detection and stimulation**

With regard to contact locations within the thalamus, across patients, electrodes resided in the CM (10), WM (5), VPLp (4), VPM (4), VLpv (3), Po (2), VLpd (2), PuA (1) and VPLa (1) regions. The CM was used for detection in 8/10 possible contacts located in the CM with initial programming, but only in 5/10 at most recent follow-up (table 3). The CM was used for stimulation in 5/10 possible contacts located in the CM with initial programming and in 7/10 at most recent follow-up.

**General detection and stimulation characteristics**

Weighted detection accuracy varied from 0% to 100% (mean=81.1%; median=87.5). Unweighted accuracy (based only on manually reviewed recordings) differed significantly from weighted accuracy (88.4%–99.9%; mean=94.9%; median=95.5%). Detection accuracy for all patients overall decreased over successive programming epochs from a mean of 96.5% to 88.3%, with a corresponding increase in sensitivity of 28.0% to 58.8% and decrease in specificity of 99.2% to 89.0%.

Stimulation amplitude varied from 0.2 to 2.0 mA between patients and overprogramming epochs. In all patients, stimulation amplitude only increased over successive epochs. Total stimulation delivered varied between patients: 2.8×10⁸ µc/cm²s (patient 1), 2.1×10⁹ µc/cm²s (patient 2), 4.6×10⁸ µc/cm²s (patient 3) and 1.6×10⁹ µc/cm²s (patient 4). The raw percentage of iEEG recordings with stimulations delivered to electrographic seizures (true positive detections) was 24.8% (patient 1), 1.2% (patient 2), 7.6% (patient 3) and 8.8% (patient 4) (table 2). Patient 3 had 44.9% more stimulation delivered to the right versus left thalamus (3.2×10⁸ vs 2.2×10⁸), while the remaining patients had the same amount of stimulation delivered to both sides.
**DISCUSSION**

We implanted the first cohort of patients with IGE to receive closed-loop thalamic stimulation and evaluated seizure outcomes over more than 2 years of therapy. CM-RNS produced a robust and durable therapeutic response in all patients in this cohort, by reducing both seizure frequency and severity, resulting in readily appreciable quality-of-life improvements. Two of four patients with previously intractable seizures obtained a driving license and were able to maintain full-time employment and long-term relationships. These results hold significant promise for over 250,000 patients with active, medically refractory IGE in the USA, who traditionally are not considered candidates for surgical therapy.

**Adjusted long episodes**

Piecewise linear regression revealed that long episodes, frequently assumed to approximate electrographic seizures and used to track patient response, decreased in three of four patients, consistent with their reported outcomes. We attribute the paradoxical small increase in long episodes observed in the first patient to the significant amount of missing data that would have been reported in the absence of a better understanding of the patient’s physiology.

**Detection location**

The optimal location for the delivery of stimulation may not be the same as the optimal location for detection. Minimal mutual information, or unique features that differentiate seizure from non-seizure electrographic activity, is crucial for seizure detection. The number of non-CM detection locations that were maintained due to clinical efficacy suggests other brain regions may have more optimal characteristics for detection in some patients. In this cohort, the anatomic location and electrode combination needed to achieve the most accurate detections possible was determined empirically post-implantation. Ideally, further development of this treatment strategy would employ pre-RNS evaluation data to inform the most suitable anatomic location for electrode implantation.

**Detection parameters**

Overall, detectors were programmed to be less specific and more sensitive over successive epochs, resulting in an overall decrease in accuracy over time. This finding is corroborated by the decrease in percentage of true positive stimulation observed over time, as well.

As a result, the amount of stimulation delivered tends to increase, while the number of events reported on the device also increases as an artefact of accuracy. This relationship is significant, given that the number of events is frequently used as a quantitative approximation of clinical response, and even small changes in detector accuracy can mislead clinicians, if not accounted for by applying the extrapolation and piecewise linear regression techniques we described.

**Limitations**

This is a small case series which limits the generalisability of any findings reported. The vast parameter space of closed-loop stimulation and unique patient physiology present challenges for optimising detection and stimulation. These results, however, verify that ictal events can be detected rapidly in the thalamus of patients with IGE and suggests that CM-RNS therapy is safe, durable and quality-of-life improving.

**CONCLUSION**

Closed-loop stimulation of the CM region may provide significant improvement in seizure control and quality of life for patients with drug-resistant IGE. Optimal detection and stimulation locations and parameters remain an active area of investigation for accelerating stimulation may be useful for elucidating optimal stimulation locations, an approach that has been used to evaluate targeting in DBS for obsessive compulsive disorder.

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrodes implanted (n)</th>
<th>Detection Initial</th>
<th>At MRF</th>
<th>Stimulation Initial</th>
<th>At MRF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM 10</td>
<td>80% (8)</td>
<td>50% (5)</td>
<td>50% (5)</td>
<td>70% (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po 2</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PuA 1</td>
<td>100% (1)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLpd 2</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>50% (1)</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
<td>100% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLpv 3</td>
<td>67% (2)</td>
<td>67% (2)</td>
<td>67% (2)</td>
<td>67% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPLa 1</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLPp 4</td>
<td>50% (2)</td>
<td>75% (3)</td>
<td>75% (3)</td>
<td>75% (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPM 4</td>
<td>25% (1)</td>
<td>25% (1)</td>
<td>25% (1)</td>
<td>25% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM 5</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>20% (1)</td>
<td>20% (1)</td>
<td>20% (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of electrodes implanted in a location, as well as percentage and number of electrodes used for detection and stimulation at initial programming and at MRFU.

CM, centromedian; MRFU, most recent follow-up; Po, posterior; PuA, pulvinar anterior; VLpd, posterior dorsal ventral lateral; VLpv, posterior ventral ventral lateral; VPLa, anterior ventral posterior lateral; VLPp, posterior ventral posterior lateral; VPM, ventral posterior medial; WM, white matter.
and fine-tuning clinical response. A phase 3 clinical trial to study thalamic RNS as an adjunctive therapy for treating drug-resistant IGE in individuals ≥12 years old is planned to begin enrolling in 2022 (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT0157471).
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